
November 8, 2017 

To Whom It May Concern: 

It's my pleasure to provide this letter of recommendation for Rupak Das. As Rupak’s co-worker 
at Southern California Edison, I've worked closely with him over the past three years, sharing 
the same open office space the majority of the time. Not only has he been a key player on our 
project team, but he's also become a close personal friend. Rupak's skills and leadership 
qualities would make him an invaluable addition to your agency's project team. 

Rupak has brought great value to Southern California Edison in Catalina by developing data 
management structures within Water, Gas and Power Generation through various projects 
assigned to him. Rupak performed the "Gas Safety Calculations" Project, which enables 
Southern California Edison's Catalina Gas Utility to continue safe operations and ensure 
regulatory compliance. The safety calculations couldn't be done previously due to unavailability 
of technical expertise at the Pebbly Beach Generation Station (PBGS).  

Rupak has been an asset in resolving challenges and fostering an environment of continuous 
improvement. In addition, he performed critical projects like "Middle Ranch Reservoir 
Calculations", "SCADA" and “Water resources planning”, which are critical tools for estimating 
available ground water in the Middle Ranch Reservoir and Catalina water aquifers. The tool, 
developed by Rupak, enables Edison to calculate the available Ground Water Storage 
instantly when the Fluid-Height is furnished. The calculations performed by him couldn't be 
completed previously without incurring the significant expense of procuring a technical subject 
matter expert.  Rupak has been a great asset in continuously resolving challenges and 
fostering an environment of improvement.  

Furthermore, Rupak has a very strong grasp of technology. He knows various software’s 
inside and out and helps relay technical information to others in an accessible way. He 
explains new developments clearly and makes the most out of the resources available to him. 
Rupak makes the most of technology to find new prospects, provide modern solutions, and 
drive results. 

Finally, In addition to measurable work achievements, Rupak’s personality and work ethic are 
top notch. His resourcefulness and the ability to work in a team is what makes him a true 
professional. Rupak has strong group communication skills, which are very useful in his line 
of business. 

In closing, I'd like to restate my strong support for Rupak Das. I'm confident that he will surpass 
your expectations in his new role. Rupak is driven, self-confident, proactively helpful, and 
experienced, and I know he will continue to find success. Please feel free to contact me at 
(818) 599-3786 or shadrezai@gmail.com  with any other questions. Thank you for your time.

Sincerely 

 
Shad Rezai 
Water Works Consulting Services, Owner 

           Shad Rezai




